Our understanding
of diversity and
inclusion

What does
diversity
mean to us?

It means embracing all the features
that make us unique.
It means creating an opportunity to reveal
the human potential of our country.
It means being side by side with all our
differences, whether those be nationality,
gender, belief, age, state of disability,
marital status or sexual orientation.

What about
inclusion?
To embrace different thoughts,
identities and perspectives.

At Akbank, we support our differences,
and are enriched by them.
We aim for a corporate culture that
is participative, free, open to different
ideas and support vulnerable groups.
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We believe
in Akbank
culture

When you look, when you see, when you hear...
On the street, on social media, in business life...
Differences are everywhere.
We look at life from a different perspective at Akbank.
We don’t try to be same here,
We don’t hide our differences.
The more different we are, the better we are,
The more colourful we are, the more beautiful we are.
Because this is how we nurture each other.
We see the same things, think in different ways.
This is how we break our shells, the limits of our imagination.
We write our future together, with all of our colours!

2009

The main sponsor of
KAGİDER women development center ‘Us’

2010

The first Turkish bank to publish United Nations Global Compact
Progression Statement

2011

Support for Global Students Entrepreneur Awards

2015

Case Campus Project in cooperation with Endeavor
for young people who want to be entrepreneurs

2016

Center of Excellence in Finance in cooperation with Sabanci University
Under the United Nation
Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs) signatory

What have
we done with this
culture over
the years?

2017

Member of %30 Club that aims to increase
the number of women in boards

2019

Future Club where we bring young Akbank employees and with upper
management together
Women in Technology founding member

2021

Entered the Bloomberg Gender Equality Index;
The first organization to be included in the Valuable 500
The best bank among developing markets according to
OMFIF Gender Equality study
Akbank Youth Academy founded

Competence is
the priority for us

We deeply value competence
at Akbank.
We don’t care about which
nationality, gender, sexual
orientation, belief, age you
belong to. We don’t take
disability or marital status
into account.
We seek competency in
the matters of recruitment,
performance evaluation,
and career.

We support
vulnerable groups
for a healthy society

We consider women, young people, people
with disabilities, and people who have been
unemployed for a long time as vulnerable groups.
We go beyond the legal obligations for these
groups to be included in working life.
We don’t use expressions that evoke discrimination.
We don’t leave out disabled individuals through a
driver’s license requirement, or young men through
completed mandatory military service requirement.

We lead our community
to achieve gender
equality
We don’t ask women candidates and
employees about their plans for marriage
or having children. We don’t let factors
such as marital status or child ownership
affect our recruitment and career
decisions.

We encourage our women
employees to use their
parental leave to the fullest
extent. We ensure that they
return to work with the same
role and same conditions.

We evaluate the needs to care
for children, elderly or sick
relatives regardless of gender.
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We strengthen the awareness
within the company and
corporate culture with
“Unconscious Bias” trainings.
We convey our understanding
of diversity and inclusion to
our new employees, ensuring
that they adapt to Akbank
culture.

We raise awareness
with our understanding
of diversity and inclusion

Side by Side
Akbank
Our working group aims
to transform our approach
into corporate culture.

• We investigate domestic and foreign best
practices • Together with our employees, we
develop innovative ideas, and turn these into
actions that make a difference • We try to raise
awareness within the company

With Ethics Line
we’re always
there for our
employees
We stand up to direct or indirect discrimination,
verbal or physical violence, mobbing, and sexual
harassment. We organise trainings to raise
awareness on these issues.
For our employees who face discrimination,
mobbing, violence or harassment, we regularly
announce our Ethics Line and HR notice
mechanisms.

Who is
responsible for
diversity and
inclusion?

Branch manager Zeynep,
Centre of Customer Relations
officer Ali, intern in technology
teams Burak and all employees.

This
responsibility
belongs to us all
We assign a Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer
to monitor our company’s diversity and
inclusion performance and to take the necessary steps.
The development of this understanding is the
responsibility of all our leaders. That is why, this duty is
shared among our Executive Vice Presidents with 2 year
periods.

This is not just for us

It is also diversity
and inclusion for
our customers
We handle customer transactions in line with our
Clean Banking principles and customer oriented
working principles.

We do not discriminate religion, language,
nationality, age, gender and such topics among our
customers. We don’t change the quality of product
and service according to the personal characteristics
of our customers.
We offer feasible products, services, and solutions
suitable for their financial needs and expectations.

Akbank for
Community
We don’t limit our role with our employees.
We do our part for a healthy community.

We aim to carry our understanding of
diversity and inclusion into every part of
the community we touch.

What do we do
for community?
We support the youth, women, and
disabled people. We support the participation
of these groups to business life.
We run sustainable projects in the fields of
culture, art, education, entrepreneurship, and
volunteering. We provide social and economic
contribution to every part of the society with
the support of our bank and with the volunteer
work of our employees.

We are
aware, we
will be aware
We constantly monitor the
impact of our activities on
diversity and inclusion, we follow
the goals we set for ourselves
with different metrics.

